
Instructions for Completing the Routing Data Spreadsheet  

 

Private carters are required to provide detailed information relating to every putrescible waste, 

recycling and organics collection route commenced between 5:00pm Sunday March 4, 2018 and 

5:00pm Sunday March 11, 2018. This includes every route with at least one collection stop in 

New York City. Please include all refuse, recycling, and organics collection routes.   This applies 

to all customers who receive bag, container (a roll-on/roll-off container pick-up would be 

considered one stop), and compactor collection. 

Do not include routes that only remove construction and demolition (C&D) debris, medical 

waste, yellow and brown grease, e-waste, or paper that is collected for the purpose of shredding 

or secured document destruction. 

Every route must include the garage or yard location where the route begins and the garage/yard 

location where the route ends. Every route must include every disposal/dump stop that takes 

place on the route, including transfer stations and recycling processing facilities. Dump tickets 

must be provided for every listed disposal stop.  

For every route that has at least one collection stop in New York City, list every garage, transfer 

station, and customer for that route, even if some are located outside of New York City. 

If a single truck’s shift includes multiple disposal stops—for example, a truck making refuse 

stops for 3 hours, dumping at a transfer station, and making more refuse stops for 4 more hours 

before dumping again and returning to the garage—consider that a single route. The sample 

route provided is an example of such a single route with multiple disposal stops. 

Place all routes on the same Excel worksheet. The row after Route 1’s final stop should contain 

the starting location for Route 2, and so on. 

 

 

Column by Column Instructions 

 

Carter BIC License #:  

Enter your BIC license number 

 

Carter Name:  

Enter the name of your carting company 

 



 

Route Start Date:  

Enter the date when the route starts in MM/DD/YYYY format (leading zeroes can be dropped). 

For overnight routes, use the date when the route started for every stop on the route. For 

example, if the route starts at 11:00pm on Friday night, March 6, 2018, and ends at 4:00am on 

Saturday morning March 7, 2018, enter “3/6/2018” for every customer and dump on that 

particular route. 

 

Route ID: 

Enter a distinct identifier for every different route. You can use the route IDs that your company 

already uses, or you can create a new ID. Either is acceptable as long as each route has a 

different ID. If you don’t actively label your routes, you can use a 

CarterName_DayofWeek_Number format. For example GarbageCo_Sunday_1, 

GarbageCo_Sunday_2, GarbageCo_Monday_1, etc. 

You must provide a dump ticket for every reported route that goes to a disposal facility. Label 

the dump ticket with the same Route ID as reported in the spreadsheet. 

 

Sequence in Route: 

Use this column to number the stops in each route, including departure from the garage, all dump 

stops on the route, and the return to the garage. Start each new route with the Sequence Number 

1. For example, a route leaving Garage X, picking up from 3 customers, dumping at Transfer 

Station Z, and returning to Garage X would have the following sequences: 

Sequence in 

Route Name 

1 Garage X 

2 Customer A 

3 Customer B 

4 Customer C 

5 Transfer Station Z 

6 Garage X 

 

 

Garage/Customer/Dump 

Identify whether the stop is the garage or yard, a customer pick-up, or a dump at a transfer 

station or recycling processing facility. Enter either “Garage/Yard”, “Customer”, or “Dump”. 



Name 

Provide the name of either the customer being picked up, the garage, or the disposal facility 

used. 

The first and last entry of every route is the garage/yard where the route starts and ends. Every 

dump location utilized for each route must be included and corresponding dump tickets must be 

provided. 

 

Street Number / Street Name / City / State / Zip Code 

Provide the full address for every stop on the route, including customers, garages, and dump 

locations. The addresses of the customers should closely match those provided to the BIC 

Customer Register. 

 

Time Arrived 

Enter the time arrived at every garage and dump entry.  You may enter the time arrived for each 

customer entry, but you are not required to do so. Use either a 24:00 format or clearly include 

AM and PM for each time. 

 

Amount of Waste / Unit of Waste 

Provide the amount and unit of waste collected for each stop, in either bags, pounds (lbs.), or 

cubic yards (CY). 

 

Truck Capacity (in CY) 

Enter the size of the truck used for each route in cubic yards. 

 

Type of Waste 

List whether the route is collecting refuse, metal/glass/plastic recycling, cardboard/paper 

recycling, single stream recycling, or organics. Enter either “Refuse”, “Metal/Glass/Plastic‘’, 

“Cardboard/Paper”, “Single Stream Recycling”, or “Organics”. 

 

If recycling, Single-Stream, Co-collection, or Separate Stream 



If the route is a recycling route, indicate whether it utilizes single-stream collection, co-

collection, or if the streams are picked up separately.  Enter either “Single-Stream”, “Co-

Collection”, or “Separate Stream”. Enter “Not Recycling” if it is not a recycling route. 

Start of Route 

If it is the first entry of the route (garage/yard), enter “Y”. For all other entries enter “N”. 

 

End of Route 

If it is the last entry of the route (garage/yard), enter “Y”. For all other entries enter “N”. 

 

GPS on Truck 

If the truck utilized in the route has installed GPS or AVL equipment, enter “Y”. If not, enter 

“N”. 


